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MUDEJAR
YASUKINZO Q7484
FATHER: KINZUHIKO M5765
MOTHER: YASUCHIYO C058

DEEP PEDIGREE

BLACKMORE KINZURU E006 AI ET BYWFE0006

FATHER: MUDEJAR KINZUHIKO M5765 ET ES040202875765

BLACKMORE HIKOHIME B339 AI ET BYWFB0339 

BLACKMORE YASUCHIYO C058 ET BYWFC0058

MOTHER: MUDEJAR YASUCHISHIN N7547 ET ES060202877547

MUDEJAR SHINSHOR L5705 ET ES000202875705

World K’S Yasufuku is the son of Yasufuku J930, sire of three 

of the best marbled bulls in Japan, champions in the ninth 

Zenkoku All-Japan Wagyu (“Wagyu Olympics”) competition.

Yasufuku JR has produced many calves, and this particular 

sire has been a major contributor to the Japanese Black 

Wagyu breed.

This bull produces great cattle with robust bodies and the 

most desirable genotype (AA) for SCD testing for healthy fat 

marbling.

 Asayake Shinnen is a son of Kikuhana, in turn a son of Haruki II,

one of the two bulls that left Japan in 1993, with great 

opposition from Japanese breeders who wanted to shield 

their market. He has a combination of the three bloodlines 

(Tajima, Kedaka, Kujiyoshi). It is a line of animals with very 

tender meat.

TERUYAMANAMI : Son of KITATERUYASUDOI is #4 in marbling 

in the USA. He is one of the three founding sires of the famous 

Westholme Wagyu herd. With great predisposition to strong 

carcass size and very desirable coat. He is a son of Terunaga 

Doi J1472, a preeminent bull of the Tajima line and the most 

famous son of Kikuteru Doi. Terunaga Doi lived to be 16 years 

old producing over 20,000 descendants. Famous throughout 

Japan, a monument was built to honor his descendants. 

Great transmitter of maternal traits, BreedPlan figures show 

his abilities: in the top 2% for birth weight and in the top 1% 

for gestation length and marbling fineness. In the top 2% for 

marbling.
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Breed: WAGYU FULLBLOOD
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